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a b s t r a c t
Scheduling and resource allocation in large scale distributed environments, such as
Computational Grids (CGs), arise new requirements and challenges not considered in
traditional distributed computing environments. Among these new requirements, task
abortion and security become needful criteria for Grid schedulers. The former arises
due to the dynamics of the Grid systems, in which resources are expected to enter and
leave the system in an unpredictable way. The latter requirement appears crucial in
Grid systems mainly due to a multi-domain nature of CGs. The main aim of this paper
is to develop a scheduling model that enables the aggregation of task abortion and
security requirements as additional, together with makespan and flowtime, scheduling
criteria into a cumulative objective function. We demonstrate the high effectiveness of
genetic-based schedulers in finding near-optimal solutions for multi-objective scheduling
problem, where all criteria (objectives) are simultaneously optimized. The proposedmeta-
heuristics are experimentally evaluated in static anddynamicGrid scenarios by using aGrid
simulator. The obtained results show the fast reduction of the values of basic scheduler
performance metrics, especially in the dynamic case, that confirms the usefulness of the
proposed approach in real-life scenarios.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Computational Grid (CG) is usually presented as an alternative to supercomputing for solving large-scale optimization
problems within a reasonable time. It utilizes a large amount of computational resources virtually joined through Internet
into a large global network composed of many local clusters. The main problem in using CG infrastructure is an efficient
mapping of tasks and applications submitted by independent users to Grid resources under assumption that all Grid entities
may belong to different administrative domains. Indeed, matching the computational needs of applications within resource
availability in the system is crucial to achieve the efficiency and scalability of the mapping methodologies under conditions
of heterogeneity, large scale and dynamics of the CGs.
Despitemany traditional scheduling approaches to super-computing, cluster computing and LANs, the design of efficient
schedulers in Grid environment remains still a challenging task. In fact, scheduling problem in Grid systems may be
interpreted as a family of problems. Depending on the restrictions imposed by the application needs, the complexity of
the problem can be defined by the number of various objectives (single vs. multi-objective), the type of the environment
(static vs. dynamic), the processing mode (immediate vs. batch), task interrelations (independency vs. dependency), etc. In
this paper we consider the bi-objective scheduling problem in the Computational Grid, referred to as the Independent Job
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Scheduling, in which two main metrics of the scheduling effectiveness, namely makespan and flowtime, are simultaneously
optimized. We assume that tasks are processed in a batch mode and there are no dependencies among tasks so that they
can be independently computed on Grid resources.
Independent Batch Job Scheduling is one of the most useful versions of scheduling problems in Grid systems. There
are many realistic scenarios in which the need of independent job scheduling arises. Firstly, this problem is suitable to
Grid systems because of the nature of Grid users, who submit jobs or monolithic applications in an independent manner
to the system. Secondly, Grid systems are most useful for massive parallel processing, in which large amounts of data are
processed independently. In such a case, a batchmode is the appropriate approach formapping the tasks ontoGrid resources,
because of periodical runs of Grid-enabled applications and a transfer, replication and processing of a large amount of
data. In the batch mode tasks and applications are sampled into batches and scheduled as a group. Real life examples of
batch scheduling include processing of large log data files of online systems (e.g. banking systems, virtual campuses, health
systems, etc.), processing of large data sets from scientific experimental simulations (e.g. High Energy Physics, Parameter
sweep applications, etc.), data mining in bio-informatics applications, etc. Even under the independent nature of jobs and
the batch processing, the problem is computationally hard to solve. Moreover, it becomes more challenging due to the high
degree of heterogeneity of resources, the large scale and the dynamics of Grid systems.
Recently a great interest of researchers in Grid Computing domain has been focused on the secure scheduling, which aims
to achieve an efficient assignment of tasks to the reasonable trustful machines. Security in Grid systems usually deals with
higher system level comprising the authentication and authorization mechanisms. While these standard mechanisms are
important, they may result insufficient to ensure adequate security levels. However, there are several scenarios and cases
in which the security requirements should be addressed also at lower levels of the Grid system, at scheduling and resource
allocations levels of the middleware stack. Firstly, Grid systems are dynamic in nature. Therefore security requirements
should be checked at system run time because some machines may be available after the authorization/authentication is
done. Secondly, in scheduling some meta-task or bags-of-tasks applications could span a certain number of other smaller
tasks, whose security requirements should be checked together with their availability for planning to the resources. Finally,
it is also commonplace in scheduling that some tasks produce data which may be accessed by other tasks, as in parameter
sweep orMonte-Carlo simulation applications. Again, binding the security requirements should be done at scheduling time.
In current approaches, security and resource reliability are addressed separately, while integrating desired security levels
into scheduling is very important for Grid-enabled applications, mainly because of the complex nature of Grid systems.
We propose in this paper a hierarchical model of Grid, which is aware of trust and task abortion. We adapt a general
concept of the Meta-broker, who is in our approach responsible for checking the security condition and the resource
availability. The main contribution of this paper is developing of a scheduling model that enables the integration of task
abortion and security requirements with classical scheduling performance measures. It should be noted however that the
aim is not to wave authorization, authentication and other system security levels, rather, to provide an integrated approach
for security requirements to be checked at scheduling phase.
Because of the complexity of the problem, heuristic and meta-heuristic approaches are the most feasible methods of
scheduling in Grids due to their ability to deliver high quality solutions in reasonable computing time. We define eight
variants of genetic-based batch schedulers, which can be easily implemented in a dynamic Grid environment. Firstly, we
modified the Expected Time to Compute (ETC)model [1] of the independent task scheduling by integration of the scheduling
security and resource reliability requirements defined by the users as additional criteria. We specified the expected times of
the executions of the tasks on themachines available in the systemusing themachine failure and task abortion probabilities.
The scheduling problem is defined as a multi-objective global minimization task with makespan and flowtime as the main
scheduler’s performance measures.
We analyze empirically the performance of the GA-based schedulers in the dynamic Grid environment by using a Grid
simulator [2]. We considered two scenarios, where the security and resource reliability requirements are respected (secure
scenario) and ignored (risky scenario). We also assumed that the number of tasks and hosts can be kept constant (static
mode) or the tasks andmachines can dynamically change their availability (dynamicmode). In both cases, the Grid scenarios
ranged from small to very large size instances in order to see the scalability of GA-based schedulers.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.We define the Independent Job Scheduling problem in Section 3. The
specification of the schedulers general framework and a short description of genetic operators are presented in Section 4.
Section 5 presents a brief characteristics of the secure variant of HyperSim-G simulator and the experimental evaluation of
the proposed genetic schedulers. The paper ends in Section 6 with some final remarks.
2. Related work
2.1. Population-based metaheuristics in Grid scheduling
The stochastic and heuristic approaches to Grid scheduling are widely addressed in the research. Monte Carlo methods,
Simulated Annealing (SA), Tabu Search (TS), Genetic Algorithms (GA), among others, are presented as effective schedulers
in a complex large-scale Grid environment. GAs are well known for their robustness and have been applied successfully to
solve scheduling problems in a variety of fields. Zomaya and Teh [3] used GAs in dynamic load balancing problems. Braun
et al. [4] compare the efficiency of a simple GA-based scheduler andMin–Min, Min–Max, Minimum Completion Time (MTC)
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algorithms [5]. The benchmark for experiments are defined using the Expected Time to Compute (ETC) matrix model [1].
The authors also assume that the tasks are submitted and proceed independently in the Grid system.
One of the most important feature of meta-heuristics is their ability of an easy hybridization with the other methods. It
canmake the Grid schedulers better adapted to the various types of Grid applications. Abraham et al. [6] present amodel for
hybridization of GA, SA and TS heuristics; each GA-based hybrid, namely GA+ SA and GA+ TS improves the efficiency of the
genetic scheduler. Ritchie and Levine [7] combine an ACO with a TS algorithm for the problem. In [8] a basic unstructured
Memetic Algorithm (MA) is combined with several local search algorithms in order to identify the best performance of the
resulting memetic hybrid.
GAs are also well designed for the parallelization of the scheduling processes at different Grid levels. One of such
approaches is proposed by Lim et al. [9], where the authors introduce a Grid-Enabled Hierarchical Parallel Genetic Algorithm
(GE-HPGA). Another hierarchical genetic approach, namely Hierarchic Genetic Scheduler (HGS-Sched), is presented in [10].
The main idea of HGS-Sched is to enable a concurrent search in Grid environment by the simultaneous execution of many
dependent evolutionary processes. The dependency relation has a tree structure with the restricted number of levels. The
process in the core of the structure governs all search procedures and it is active until the stopping criterion for the whole
strategy is satisfied.
2.2. Security in Grid scheduling
Security and resource reliability issues in the Grid environment have been intensively studied and addressed in many
works by the researchers in the domain. However, an integration of the security mechanisms with the schedule algorithms
seems to be still one of the most important and challenging problems in Grid computing. Humphrey and Thompson present
in [11] a classification of security-aware Grid computingmodels with six possible security scenarios including an immediate
job execution and a job control system, accessing Grid information services through authentication. An extensive survey of
the research endeavors in this domain is presented in [12]. An approach on fault-tolerance method in Grid scheduling is
presented by Hwang and Kesselman in [13]. The authors proposed a failure detection service, which enables the detection
of both task failures and user secure requirements, and a failure handling mechanism, which does not require the updating
the Grid protocol and the local policy at the Grid node. Abawajy [14] suggested a model, in which jobs are replicated at
multiple Grid sites to improve the probability of the satisfaction of the security requirements and successful job executions.
Due to their robustness heuristic methods seem to be the effective tools in solving the large-scale Grid task scheduling
problem with additional security and resource reliability criteria. However, in many works (see Song et al. in [15]), the
authors address a problemof the successful application of the heuristicmethods in a hierarchical Grid environment, inwhich
many, sometimes contradicted, objectives are considered. Another issue is that security and task abortion mechanism are
usually applied as the external procedures separated from the core of the scheduling system. In someworks, like in [16], we
can find a simple modifications of classical ad-hoc heuristics, such as Min–Min, Minimum Completion Time and Suffrage
methods, in which security requirements are incorporated into the Grid system by using a simple trust model.
One of the promising recent security-aware approaches in Grid scheduling are based on the game-theoretical models.
In [17,15] the authors considered the risky and insecure conditions in online scheduling in Grids caused by software
vulnerability and distrusted security policy. They apply the game model introduced in [18] for simulating the resource
owners selfish behavior. The results presented in [15] are extended by Wu and Sun in [19]. The authors consider the
heterogeneity of fault-tolerance mechanism in a security-assured Grid job scheduling and define four types of GA-based
online schedulers for the simulation of fault-tolerance mechanisms. The other game-theoretical approaches are presented
in [20]. In all these models the final decisions on the secure allocation of task to resources are made by the Grid users who
do not cooperate with each other. The costs of the risk-resilient tasks executions are interpreted as the users’ cost functions,
which are specified as the scheduling objectives and areminimizedduring the game. Themain drawback of these approaches
is their computational complexity or the complexity of the game scenarios. In many cases the games are provided on the
different Grid levels and to define an effective synchronization mechanism is a challenging task. It inspired us to extend the
scheduling model by adding the security and resource reliability criteria and to extend the Grid simulator to provide the
experiments in the dynamic large-scale distributed environment.
Our contribution
The main contribution of this paper is a development of a scheduling model that enables the integration of task abortion
and security requirements. To achieve this, firstly, we modify the Expected Time to Compute (ETC) model by integration
of the scheduling security and resource reliability requirements defined by the users as additional scheduling criteria. We
specify the expected times of the execution of the tasks on the machines available in the system using the machine failure
and task abortion probabilities. The scheduling problem in this paper is defined as a multi-objective global minimization
task with makespan and flowtime as the main scheduler’s performance measures. Then, we define few variants of GAs
as population-based resolution methods for solving our problem. Finally, we analyze empirically the performance of the
GA-based schedulers in the dynamic Grid environment using a Grid simulator. We considered two scenarios, where the
security and resource reliability requirements are respected (secure scenario) and ignored (risky scenario). The possible
machine failures are monitored by the simulator. We also assumed that the number of tasks and hosts can be kept constant
(static mode) or the tasks and machines can dynamically change their availability (dynamic mode). In both cases, the Grid
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Fig. 1. The model of security-assured Grid site.
scenarios ranged from small to very large size instances in order to see the scalability of GA-based schedulers. Our extension
of the Grid simulator by the secure and resource reliability monitoring systems allows the flexible activation or inactivation
of all scheduling criteria and easy further integration with various schedulers, which prevent its possible restriction to the
specific scheduling resolution methods (in our case just population-based meta-heuristics).
3. Statement of the problem
The main purpose of the Grid schedulers is to efficiently and optimally allocate tasks originated by applications to a set
of available resources. The tasks and resources could be dynamically added/dropped to/from the system. Unlike traditional
distributed systems, in computational Grids the users and distributed resource clusters may work in different autonomous
domains, which makes the mapping the tasks to the machines a challenging NP-complete global optimization problem.
The type of the scheduling problem in Grids is specified by the setting up the various scheduling attributes, where a type
of the Grid architecture is one of the most important issues.
Depending on the system organization, scheduling and resource management systems are usually classified into three
different types, namely centralized, decentralized and hierarchical Grid models.
In centralized model, there is a central authority, who has a complete knowledge of the system. The main disadvantages
of this model are the limited scalability, lack of fault-tolerance, and the difficulty in accommodating local multiple policies
imposed by the resource owners.
In decentralized model, local schedulers interact with each other to manage the tasks pool. In this model, there is no
central authority responsible for resource allocation. Hence, the model naturally addresses issues such as fault-tolerance,
scalability, site-autonomy, and multi-policy scheduling.
Finally, in the hierarchical model, there is a central meta-scheduler (or meta-broker), which interacts with local job
dispatchers in order to define the optimal schedules. The local schedulers have knowledge about resource clusters, but
they cannot monitor the whole system. The hierarchy in such a system usually consists of two or three levels.
The hierarchical Grid model can be seen as a hybridization of central and decentralized scenarios. It is well suited
to capture the realistic administrative features of a real-life, large-scale computational Grids, in which the security and
reliability of the resources are concerns. An example of the hierarchical bi-level Grid is the Meta-Broker model (MB) (see
e.g. [21]). In this model, Grid users submit their tasks/applications to the meta-broker, who uses also the information
supplied by the resource owners to match the users’ tasks/applications to appropriate resources.
3.1. Security requirements
In this paper we present a Meta Broker (MB) model in which the MB plays the double role of Trust Manager and Resource
Manager. The Grid infrastructure in this model is defined as a network of m heterogeneous machines or resource clusters,
for which Trust Levels (TL) parameters are defined. The TL parameters, analyzed by a trust manager (TM), specify howmuch
user can trust a local resourcemanager, whichmaintainsmachines status andmonitors tasks execution. Both trust and local
resource managers play the role of the MBs in the system.
A task can be successfully completed at a resource when a security assurance condition is satisfied, i.e., (TL ≥ SD), where
SD is a Security Demand of the task issued to all available machines. The basic concept of a simple model of security-assured
Grid site is presented in Fig. 1.
To express the trust level and security demand as single parameters, which allow us to reduce the complexity of the
system, we based on the methodology presented by Song et al. in [15]. The authors define the SD and TL for tasks and
machines as single parameters in the range [0, 1]. SD is provided as input andmay appear as a request for authentication, data
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encryption or access control. The TL, on the other hand, is defined as a result of a four-step fuzzy-logic process [17]. However,
there is still no effective method of transformation of various tasks andmachines characteristics into simple structured data
format under security and availability conditions.
Let us denote Pf the Machine Failure Probability matrix, the elements of which, are interpreted as the probabilities of
machines failures during the particular tasks executions due the high security restrictions. These probabilities denoted by
Pf [j][i], where j goes over tasks and i over machines, are modeled by an exponential distribution given by the following
formula:
Pf [j][i] =

0, sdj ≤ tli
1− e−α(sdj−tli), sdj > tli (1)
where α is interpreted as a failure coefficient and is a global parameter of the model.
The coordinates of the security demand vector SD are denoted by sdj, (j = 1, . . . , n) and tli, (i = 1, . . . ,m) are the
coordinates of a trust level vector TL. The values of sdj and tli are real fractions in the range [0, 1] with 0 representing the
lowest and 1 the highest security requirements and themost risky and fully trustedmachine, respectively. The trustmanager
is responsible for the verification of the security assurance condition for a given task–machine pair i.e., sdj ≤ tli. In practice
TrustLevel can be aggregation of some security attributes such as intrusion detection or firewall. The process of matching TL
with SD is similar to real-life case where users of some portals are required to specify the security level of the login session.
The other duty of MB in our model is controlling the resource allocation and communication between Grid users and
service resource owners. In some cases machines in the Grid system could be unavailable due to the system dynamics
or special policies of the resource owners. Analyzing the updated resource providers reports MB generates the reliability
probabilities Pi, i = 1, . . . ,m for each machine i. The execution of a task on the machine i can be then aborted with the
probability defined as follows:
Pab[i] = (1− Pi). (2)
The reliability probability (also referred to as task failure predictor) Pi was introduced by Rood and Lewis in [22] as the
real fraction in the range [0, 1], which utilizes historical data to forecast the availability of Grid nodes. The higher Pi value
means the smaller probability of the abortion of the task execution due to some additional external network restrictions
like a disconnection of power or communication, unwillingness or policies of the resource owners, etc.
Weused the Pf [j][i] and Pab[i] formulas for an extension of the schedulingmodel by considering twoadditional scheduling
criteria: scheduling security and resource availability, which is presented in the following subsection.
3.2. Scheduling model
Independent Grid Job Scheduling is usually considered to be a fundamental type of the scheduling problem in Grids. We
assume additionally that the tasks are processed in batch mode [4].
Following the notation introduced in the previous section, let us use n for the number of tasks in a given batch and m
for the number of machines available in the system. Let us denote by N = {t1, . . . , tn} and M = {x1, . . . , xm} the sets of
tasks andmachines respectively.We assume that the tasks andmachines are ordered according some globally specified rules
(i.e., geographical location of the users and the resource owners, the order of submission to the Grid system, etc.).We denote
by Nl = {1, . . . , n} andMl = {1, . . . ,m} the sets of tasks’ and machines’ labels respectively. A schedule s is encoded by the
following vector:
s = [i1, . . . , in]T , (3)
where ij ∈ Ml denotes the number of machine on which the task labeled by j is executed. This encoding method is called a
direct representation of the schedules.
The schedules are the elements of the Schedules set expressed as the Cartesian product of n copies of the Ml sets in the
following way:
Schedules = Ml × · · · ×Ml  
n
. (4)
Schedules can be defined as an n-dimensional metric space with an Euclidean Metrics as a metric function. The distance
of any two schedules s1 and s2 in the Schedules space is calculated using the following formula:
Diste(s1, s2) =
 n−
j=1
(s1[j] − s2[j])2. (5)
The metrics Diste(s1, s2) can be further normalized and used as a degree of similarity among the two schedules in a set
of schedules (see Section 4.1).
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3.3. Schedule representation
The direct representation of the schedules can be easily transformed into a permutation-based representation, in which,
for each machine, a sequence of tasks assigned to that machine is specified. The tasks in the sequence are increasingly
sorted with respect to their completion times. Then all task sequences are concatenated into a vector u, which is in fact a
permutation of tasks to machines. In this representation some additional information about the numbers of tasks assigned
to each machine is required. We defined then the vector v of the size m, in which the numbers of tasks assigned to the
following machines are specified as its coordinates. A schedule in this representation is then defined as the pair of vectors:
x = (u; v), u = [ui, . . . , un]T , v = [v1, . . . , vm]T (6)
where ui ∈ Nl, 1 ≥ vj ≥ card(Nl) and card(Nl) denotes the cardinality of the Nl set.
The following vector [1, 2, 1, 4, 3, 1, 2, 4, 3, 3]T is an example of the schedule for 4 machines and 10 tasks encoded
by the direct representation method. The same schedule in the permutation-based representation is as follows:
([1, 3, 6, 2, 7, 5, 9, 10, 4, 8]T ; [3, 2, 3, 2]T ).
To formalize the independent job Grid scheduling problem we use an Expected Time to Compute (ETC)matrix model [1].
An instance of the problem in this model is defined by the following input data:
• a tasks workload vector WL = [wl1, . . . , wln], where wlj denotes an estimation of the computational load of the task j
(expressed for example in millions of instructions);
• a computing capacity vector CC = [cc1, . . . , ccm], in which cci denotes the computing capacity of machine i (in millions
of instructions per second, MIPS);
• the estimation of the prior load of each available machine represented by a ready times vector readytimes = [ready1, . . . ,
readym];• an ETC matrix, entries of each denoted by ETC[j][i] define the estimation of the time needed for the completion task j in
machine i.
The workload of each submitted task can be estimated based on the specifications provided by the users, on historical
data, or it can be obtained from predictions [23].
The entries of the ETC matrix can be computed as the ratio of the coordinates ofWL and CC vectors, i.e.:
ETC[j][i] = wlj
cci
. (7)
For the integration of the security and resource availability into the ETC matrix model, the input data set is extended
by adding the trust level vector TL = [tl1, . . . , tlm], security demand vector SD = [sd1, . . . , sdn] and resource reliability
probabilities vector P = [P1, . . . , Pm]. The expected time of the execution of the task j on machine i is estimated by using
the following formula:ETC[j][i] = (1+ Pab[i] + Pf [i][j]) · ETC[i][j], (8)
where Pab[i] is the probability of the task abortion on machine i and Pf [i][j] is the entry of the Machine Failure Probability
matrix defined by the Eq. (1).
3.4. Scheduling objectives
The problem of scheduling jobs in Computational Grid is multi-objective in its general setting as the quality of the
solutions can be measured under several criteria. Similarly as in [8] we consider the scheduling in Grids as the bi-objective
global optimization with the simultaneous minimization of themakespan and flowtime.
The makespan is defined as the finishing time of the latest task and can be calculated by the following formula:
Makespan = min
s∈Schedulesmaxj∈N
Fj, (9)
where Fj denotes the time when task j is finalized and Schedules is the set of all possible schedules.
The flowtime is expressed as the sum of finalization times of all the tasks. It can be defined in the following way:
Flowtime = min
s∈Schedules
−
j∈N
Fj. (10)
Both makespan and flowtime are expressed in arbitrary time units. In fact their values are in incomparable ranges:
flowtime has a higher magnitude order over makespan and its values increase as more jobs and machines are considered.
Therefore in this approach we usemean_flowtime = flowtime/m for the evaluation of the flowtime criterion.
Using the ETC extended security-aware matrix model specified in the previous section the makespan can be defined
in terms of the completion times of the machines. The time of finishing the last task can be expressed as the maximal
completion time of the machines. Let us denote by completion a vector of size m, in which completion[i] indicates the time
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Table 1
Selected population-based meta-heuristic methods in Grid scheduling.
Meta-heuristic class Class characteristic Scheduler type Methods Main references
Population-based
– Explore of the search space by the
populations of individuals
Single population Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [6]
– Require a large running time Memetic Algorithms (MAs) [24]
– Effective in finding near-optimal solutions Particle Swarm Opt. (PSO) [25]
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [26]
Multi-population Hierarchic Genetic Strategy (HGS) [10]
Grid-Enabled Hierarchical Parallel
Genetic Algorithm (GE-HPGA)
[9]
in which machine i finalizes the processing of the previous assigned and planned tasks, i.e., completion[i] can be calculated
using the following formula:
completion[i] = readyi +
−
j∈N:
s[j]=i
ETC[j][i] (11)
where s denotes the schedule vector defined by Eq. (3).
The makespan can be now expressed as:
makespan = max i ∈ Mcompletion[i]. (12)
We can also use themachines completion times for the flowtime specification.We calculate the flowtime of the sequence
of tasks on a given machine i using the following formula:
flowtime[i] = readyi +
−
j∈sorted[m]:
s[j]=i
ETC[j][i] (13)
where sorted[i] denotes a set tasks assigned to the machine i sorted in ascending order of theirETC values.
Thus, the mean flowtime is defined as follows:
mean_flowtime =
∑
i∈M
flowtime[i]
n
. (14)
We use the makespan and mean flowtime specified in Eqs. (12) and (14) for the definition of an objective function for
the independent batch security-aware scheduling in the following way:
objective = λ ·makespan+ (1− λ) ·mean_flowtime. (15)
Theweight coordinate λ is used in fact for the specification of the priority of the considered scheduling criteria. Following
the experimental tuning results presented in [8] for a classical independent scheduling problem we set the λ value as 0.75,
which means that in our approach the makespan is the preferred schedulers performance measure.
4. Genetic-based security-aware schedulers
Due to multi-constraints and different optimization criteria in a dynamic environment, scheduling in Grids still remains
a challenging, very complex and computationally hard global optimization problem. Thus, the heuristic approaches are
candidates for effectively designingGrid schedulers.Meta-heuristic schedulers could achieve robustness and are appropriate
for tackling the various scheduling attributes, like immediate and batch scheduling, multi-objectivity, decentralized and
hierarchical Grid architectures, etc.
The heuristic methods are usually classified into three main groups, namely calculus-based (greedy algorithms and ad-
hocmethods), stochastic (guided and non-guidedmethods) and enumerativemethods (dynamic programming and branch-
and-bound algorithm). One of the most popular and efficient class is created by the population-based methods. We briefly
review them in Table 1.
In this work we used the classical framework of the genetic algorithm presented in Algorithm 1 (see also [8]) to define
the various types of GA-based schedulers for optimizing the makespan and flowtime in security-aware scheduling with a
fitness function specified in Eq. (15).
The general framework of the Algorithm 1 is based on the idea of the (µ+λ) evolutionary strategy (see e.g. [27]), adapted
to the scheduling problem through the implementation of specific schedule encoding methods and genetic operators.
For the algorithm initialization we applied theMCT + LJFR–SJFRmethod – MCT stands for Minimum Completion Time –,
which allows us to achieve a high diversity of an initial population. In this method two solutions are created by using the
Longest Job to Fastest Resource–Shortest Job to Fastest Resource (LJFR–SJFR) andMinimum Completion Time (MCT) heuristics. In
LJFR–SJFR method the number of m tasks with the highest workload are assigned to the available machines sorted under
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Algorithm 1 A template of the GA mechanism.
1: Generate the initial population P0 of size µ; t = 0
2: Evaluate P0;
3: while not termination-condition do
4: Select the parental pool T t of size λ; T t := Select(P t);
5: Perform crossover procedure on pars of individuals in T t with probability pc ; P tc := Cross(T t);
6: Perform mutation procedure on individuals in P tc with probability pm; P
t
m := Mutate(P tc );
7: Evaluate P tm ;
8: Create a new population P t+1 of size µ from individuals in P t and P tm; P t+1 := Replace(P t; P tm)
9: t := t + 1;
10: end while
11: return Best found individual as solution;
the computing capacity criterion. Then the remaining unassigned tasks are allocated in the remaining resources. In the MCT
heuristic, a given task is assigned to the machine yielding the earliest completion time.
We used in this work the direct representation defined in Eq. (3) for the encoding of the individuals in the base
populations, which are denoted by P t in Algorithm 1. The permutation-based representation is necessary for the
implementation of the specialized genetic operators, like Partially Mapped Crossover (PMX) or Cycle Crossover (CX), which
are especially designed for solving the combinatorial optimization problems [27].
The genetic procedures used in Algorithm 1 are selected from the following set of operators:
• Selection method: Linear Ranking Selection;
• Crossover operators: CX and PMX;
• Mutation operators: Rebalancing;
• Replacement operators: Elitist Generational and Steady State.
The crossover operators CX and PMX were successfully applied in various Grid scenarios as the efficient recombination
mechanisms for the combinatorial representation of chromosomes in genetic populations of schedules (see e.g. [8]). The
Rebalancing mutation method makes use of the load balancing technique. We also consider two different replacement
mechanisms. In Elitist Generationalmethod a new generation of the individuals is created by the newly generated offsprings
and two best adapted parental chromosomes. Within Steady State strategy there are few different ways to choose the
new individuals which can partially fill a new population. One such a way is to choose a small amount of well adapted
individuals, recombine them and replace the worst individuals of the parental population by the new descendants. A pure
elitist replacement mechanism can be also considered.
The main drawback of using both elitist and Steady State replacement mechanisms is their tend to produce a premature
stagnation of the population, although they can be very fast in the fitness reduction. On one hand this property is usually
interesting to explore for Grid scheduling problems because of the significance of the fast reductions of the makespan. But
on the other hand, the high probability of the premature convergence can be the reason of the low effectiveness of the
scheduler in the exploration of the new regions in the optimization landscape and very fast unification of the populations. A
Struggle replacement mechanism can be an effective tool for avoiding too fast scheduler’s convergence to the local optima.
We briefly characterize this technique in the following section.
4.1. Struggle mechanism in GA schedulers
In Struggle GAs (hereafter, StGAs) a new generation of individuals is created by replacing a part of the population by
the most similar individuals, if this replacement minimizes the fitness value. The definition of the struggle replacement
procedure requires a specification of the appropriate similarity measure, which indicates the degree of the similarity among
two GA’s chromosomes.
Similarity measures. The definition of a similarity measure can be done in different ways, for instance by using the structure
of the solution (combinatorics properties). We use in this work two metrics for the Schedules space defined in Eq. (4) for
calculating the distance of the schedules, namely the Euclidean Metrics and the and Hamming Metrics. For the first, from the
Euclidean distance (see Eq. (5)) we compute the normalized Euclidean distance1 as in Eq. (16):
sime(s1; s2) =
 n−
j=1
(s1[j] − s2[j])2
σ 2j
(16)
where σj is the standard deviation of the s1[j] over the set of all schedules (the GA population).
1 The normalized Euclidean distance is a simple case of the Mahalanobis distance.
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The second metrics is the normalized Hamming Metrics defined in the following way: given two individuals s1 and s2
encoding two schedules of n tasks, let g[i] = 1, iff s1[i] = s2[i] and g[0] = 0, otherwise. Normalized Hamming metrics is
then expressed as:
simh(s1; s2) =
n∑
i=1
g[i]
n
. (17)
The normalized Euclidean and Hammingmetrics, which range from 0 to 1, are in fact similarity indicators in the struggle
mechanism.
StGA strategy has shown to be very effective in solving several large-scale multiobjective problems (see i.e., [28,29]),
however the computational cost of the replacement strategy can be very high. Indeed, in order to find which individuals
should leave the population, any new individual of the intermediate population has to be compared and its similarity
measured against all the individuals of the current population. To reduce the execution time of the similarity indication
procedures in struggle framework we use a hash technique, in which the hash table with the task–resource allocation key is
created. The value of this key, denoted by k, is calculated as the sum of the absolute values of the subtraction of each position
and its precedent in the direct representation of the schedule vector (reading the schedule vector in a circularway). The hash
function fhash is defined as follows:
fhash(k) =

0, k < kmin
N ·

k− kmin
kmax − kmin

kmin ≤ k < kmax
N − 1, k ≥ kmax
(18)
where kmin and kmax correspond respectively to the smallest and the largest value of k in the population, and N is the
population size. Using the struggle replacementmechanism in genetic Grid schedulers allowus a fine tuning of the scheduler
to ‘‘converge’’ to a good solution depending on available time (for instance, scheduler’s time activation interval).
5. Experimental evaluation
In this section we present the results of the experimental evaluation of few types GA-based secure scheduler
implementation for static and dynamic versions of the scheduling problem in Grid. We integrated the C++ codes of the
schedulerswith theGrid simulatorHyperSim-G [2] extended by integrating the security and resource reliabilitymechanisms.
We present briefly the main idea of the simulator in Section 5.1. In fact, other Grid simulators in the literature (e.g. [30])
can be used for evaluating the proposed optimization model. Our approach is independent of the simulator used. We have
chosen to use the HyperSim-G simulator due to its efficiency as well as to compare the results in both secure and riskymode
under the same software and computing infra-structure experimental setting.
We evaluated the efficiency of our GA-based meta-heuristics on two benchmarks composed by a set of large size static
(Section 5.4) and dynamic (Section 5.5) instances generated by the Grid simulator.
5.1. HyperSim-G Grid Simulator: basic concept
To perform the experimental analysis we extend the HyperSim-GGrid Simulator by integrating the security and resource
reliability mechanisms. The main concept of our secure version of the HyperSim-G is presented in Fig. 2.
The general flowof the secureHyperSim-G linked to the scheduling canbebriefly described as follows.When a scheduling
event is triggered, the simulator creates an instance of the scheduling problem, based on the current tasks and available
machines pools. The instance contains: (a) workload vector of tasks; (b) computing capacity of machines; (c) prior load of
machines; (d) task abortion vector of machines; (e) trusted levels of machines; (f) security demands of tasks; and (g) the ETC
matrix. The defined instance is then passed on to the selected scheduler which computes the planning of tasks to machines.
Finally, the scheduler sends the planning back to the simulator, which makes the allocation, monitors the possible tasks
and machines failures and re-schedules the tasks if necessary. The sequence of events and the changes in the state of the
system in the simulator capture the Grid system dynamics. The simulator provides the full simulation trace by indicating a
parameter for the trace generation.
HyperSim-G is easy parameterizable and allows tomodel different types of Grid systems as well as Grid scenarios arising
in real Grid Computing systems. Hosts in HyperSim-G have associated allocation policy entity and can thus operate under
different local scheduling policies. The simulator allows and facilitates integration of different scheduling implementations.
The design of the simulator enables scheduling algorithms to be decoupled from the simulator. The different evolutionary
based Grid schedulers are plugged in the simulator by using and Adapter pattern (see Fig. 3).
5.2. Scheduling scenarios
In our experimental study we consider two main scenarios of secure scheduling and call them risky and securitymodes.
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Fig. 2. General flowchart of HyperSim-G simulator linked to scheduling.
Fig. 3. Use of the adapter pattern in the simulator for different evolutionary based Grid schedulers.
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Table 2
GA-based scheduler types for risky and secure-assured Grid task scheduling.
Scheduler Crossover method Replacement method
GA-PMX-SS Ordered Crossover (PMX) Steady state
GA-PMX-EG Ordered Crossover (PMX) Elitist generational
GA-CX-SS Cycle Crossover (CX) Steady state
GA-CX-EG Cycle Crossover (CX) Elitist generational
StGA-H-PMX Ordered Crossover (PMX) Struggle with Hamming metrics
StGA-E-PMX Ordered Crossover (PMX) Struggle with Euclidean metrics
StGA-H-CX Cycle Crossover (CX) Struggle with Hamming metrics
StGA-E-CX Cycle Crossover (CX) Struggle with Euclidean metrics
Table 3
General GA-based scheduler settings for large static and dynamic benchmarks.
Parameter Elitist generational Steady state Struggle
Evolution steps 5 ∗m 20 ∗m 20 ∗m
Population size (pop_size) ⌈(log2(m))2 − log2(m)⌉ 4 ∗ (log2(m)− 1) 4 ∗ (log2(m)− 1)
Intermediate pop. pop_size− 2 (pop_size)/3 (pop_size)/3
Selection method LinearRanking
Crossover method CX and PMX
Cross probab. 0.9 1.0 1.0
Mutation method Swap
Mutation probab. 0.2
replace_only_if _better False
replace_generational False
Initialization LJFR–SJFR+MCT+ Random
max_time_to_spend 40 s (static)/25 s (dynamic)
Securemode. In thismode all security and resource reliability conditions are verified for the task–machine pairs. The objective
function in this case is defined as in Eq. (15). It includes the values of the failure Pf [j][i] and task abortion Pab[i] probabilities.
Achieving the lowest possible values of these probabilities is one of the main aims of the scheduler.
Risky mode. In this mode all risky and failing conditions are ignored. In this case the completion times and flowtimes of
machines defined in Eqs. (11) and (13) are calculated in the following way:
completionr [i] = readyi +
−
j∈N:
s[j]=i
ETC[j][i] (19)
flowtimer [i] = readyi +
−
j∈sortedr [m]:
s[j]=i
ETC[j][i] (20)
where sortedr [i] denotes a set tasks assigned to the machine i sorted in ascending order of their ETC values computed by
using the formula (7).
During the schedule execution the simulator monitors the machines’ failures and moves the unfinished tasks into the
backlog set. This set is defined as a considered batch supplement and the tasks are re-scheduled using the securemode. Thus,
the completionr [i] and flowtimer [i] formulas are updated by adding theETC[j][i] values (see Eq. (8)) for those task–machine
pairs, for which the machines’ failures have been detected.
5.3. Resolution methods and Grid scenarios
In both secure and risky scheduling scenarios we conducted the experiments for eight variants of GA-based schedulers
created byusing the combination of two types of crossover operators—CXandPMX; three types of replacementmechanism—
elitist generational, steady-state and struggle; and two types of similarity metrics in the struggle procedure—Euclidean and
Hamming distances. A brief characteristic of the applied genetic schedulers is presented in Table 2.
The general settings for all main GA engines of the schedulers are presented in Table 3.
The performance of GA-based meta-heuristics was analyzed for two types of Grid environment: static and dynamic. In
both cases four Grid size scenarios: small (32 hosts/512 tasks), medium (64 hosts/1024 tasks), large (128 hosts/2048 tasks),
and very large (256 hosts/4096 tasks). The capacity of the resources and the workload of tasks are randomly generated
by a normal distribution. The coefficients of SD, TL vectors and the machines reliability probabilities Pi are defined as the
uniformly generated fractions in the ranges [0.6; 0.9], [0.3; 1] and [0.85; 1] respectively. The value of failure coefficient α
(see Eq. (1)) used for the generation of the Machine Failure Probability matrix is set to 3.
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Table 4
Setting for the Grid simulator for generating large static instances.
Small Medium Large Very large
Number of hosts 32 64 128 256
Resource capacities (in MIPS) N(1000, 175)
Total number of tasks 512 1024 2048 4096
Workload of tasks N(250 000 000, 43 750 000)
Host selection All
Task selection All
Number of runs 30
Table 5
Makespan values for large static instances in risky mode.
Scheduler Small Medium Large Very large
GA-PMX-SS 4016369.674 4278543.271 4253647.260 4376345.011
GA-PMX-EG 4123537.617 4302546.185 4376473.832 4390113.000
GA-CX-SS 4064535.721 4276590.762 4224357.771 4334498.233
GA-CX-EG 4137273.101 4276474.951 4231736.827 4354379.716
StGA-H-PMX 4132786.918 4213782.018 4223746.019 4375084.536
StGA-H-CX 4175550.830 4126003.433 4221920.022 4328554.918
StGA-E-PMX 4039028.261 4254444.455 4219276.532 4335082.536
StGA-E-CX 4076324.897 4183516.198 4221083.878 4336093.283
Table 6
Makespan values for large static instances in secure mode.
Scheduler Small Medium Large Very large
GA-PMX-SS 3954373.423 4054365.013 4256467.479 4169054.398
GA-PMX-EG 3953653.273 4128666.125 4202033.781 4174366.199
GA-CX-SS 3928927.342 4094560.888 4098311.077 4134498.487
GA-CX-EG 3935233.911 4177623.872 4106568.943 4146884.354
StGA-H-PMX 3992834.999 4092879.126 4143527.011 415529.398
StGA-H-CX 3958128.010 4099621.185 4087524.244 4127573.199
StGA-E-PMX 3962476.345 4064575.325 4091635.929 4149675.487
StGA-E-CX 3892819.746 4010821.951 4107824.892 4131773.354
Table 7
Flowtime values for large static instances in risky mode.
Meta-heuristic Small Medium Large Very large
GA-PMX-SS 1128334673.327 2246372014.024 4728724782.436 9494084900.721
GA-PMX-EG 1175003242.873 2309254135.827 4684547981.012 9592986359.298
GA-CX-SS 1102563722.422 2216099834.534 4501229013.467 9104565736.028
GA-CX-EG 1146721018.744 2285747551.633 4645286359.893 9576465643.075
StGA-H-PMX 1172627867.000 2316253448.001 4645437438.827 9187434402.774
StGA-H-CX 1151467320.903 2301546339.982 4583927330.342 9064673769.532
StGA-E-PMX 1148637847.672 2273654738.673 4547239972.240 9093447951.283
StGA-E-CX 1139071183.019 2269852393.387 4443670277.276 8810787426.188
5.4. Computational results for static setting
The parameter setting for the simulator for static Grid scenarios is presented in Table 4.
Each experiment was repeated 30 times under the same configuration of operators and parameters. The averaged
makespan and flowtime values obtained by four GA-based schedulers are presented in Tables 5–8. Note that using averaged
results sheds light on the robustness of the resolution method, namely, using the minimum values achieved, would not
necessarily be representative to the nature of the Grid systems and the random search of the resolution methods.
Evaluation of the results. As can be seen from Tables 5 and 6, the best results for makespan in both risky and secure modes
are mainly achieved by the struggle schedulers with the CX crossover procedure. Only in one instance of small Grid in
risky mode the StGA-E-PMX was the best. An interesting conclusion is that in large and very large Grid scenarios using the
Hamming metrics can be the best solution for getting the optimal makespan values. In the case of flowtime optimization,
we can observe from Tables 7 and 8 that for small and medium Grid Steady State GA scheduler beats the other methods,
while in large-size environments StGA-E-CX leads in the effective flowtime reduction.
It should be noticed that the values of bothmakespan and flowtimemetrics are higher in the riskymode than in the secure
scenario. It can be also observed that as the instance size is doubled, the makespan values increase slowly or is keeping at
the similar level, while the flowtime values increase considerably.
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Table 8
Flowtime values for large static instances in secure mode.
Meta-heuristic Small Medium Large Very large
GA-PMX-SS 1043567211.537 2169597733.454 4309334723.599 8615592320.869
GA-PMX-EG 1076734272.356 2176428289.314 4344322051.418 8690389312.587
GA-CX-SS 1052225326.145 2099643747.642 4196055243.299 8408732539.636
GA-CX-EG 1086071183.723 2103614783.371 4206713481.576 8538216627.023
StGA-H-PMX 1065676446.564 2145359732.256 4283563557.141 8514397268.110
StGA-H-CX 1085655077.793 2135431289.893 4364715011.673 8626547838.652
StGA-E-PMX 1085575340.426 2138208217.698 4236077792.436 8493447951.179
StGA-E-CX 1086071183.009 2109852396.768 4186929745.169 8395408309.560
Table 9
Settings for the dynamic Grid simulator.
Small Medium Large Very large
Init. hosts 32 64 128 256
Max. hosts 37 70 135 264
Min. hosts 27 58 121 248
MIPS N(1000, 175)
Add host N(625 000, 93 750) N(562 500, 84 375) N(500 000, 75 000) N(437 500, 65 625)
Delete host N(625 000, 93 750)
Total tasks 512 1024 2048 4096
Init. tasks 384 768 1536 3072
Workload N(250 000 000, 43 750 000)
Interarrival E(7812.5) E(3906.25) E(1953.125) E(976.5625)
Activation Resource_and_time_interval(250000)
Reschedule True
Host select All
Task select All
Number of runs 30
Table 10
Makespan values for dynamic instances in risky mode.
Strategy Small Medium Large Very large
GA-PMX-SS 5020182.010 5029768.246 5105235.875 5181098.554
GA-PMX-EG 4924895.154 5086778.233 5193296.896 5209613.122
GA-CX-SS 4811720.386 4949543.022 5074356.128 5052796.820
GA-CX-EG 4909432.674 5036987.886 5109234.567 5192933.570
StGA-H-PMX 4916762.454 5073587.456 5095363.023 5101124.769
StGA-H-CX 4816828.792 4986775.533 4980009.908 5099988.652
StGA-E-PMX 4916428.349 5000342.089 5073890.460 5100059.536
StGA-E-CX 4829882.043 4936987.551 4953678.983 5086857.780
5.5. Computational results for dynamic setting
In this sectionwe applied eight genetic-based schedulers to dynamic instances in order to evaluate them inmore realistic
Grid scenario. The settings for the dynamic Grid scenarios are presented in Table 9.
The number of hosts initially activated in the Grid environment is defined by the parameter Init.hosts. The parameters
Max.hosts and Min.hosts specify the range of changes in the number of active hosts during the simulation process. The
frequency of appearing and disappearing resources is defined by the normal distributions given by Add host and Delete host,
while the initial number of tasks is given by Init. tasks. New tasks can arrive at the systemwith the frequency Interarrival until
Total tasks is reached. The Activation parameter establishes the activation policy according to an exponential distribution.
The assigned taskswhich have not been executed yet cannot be rescheduled if the value of the Boolean parameter Reschedule
is false.
The results of experiments performed separately for eachmeta-heuristic were averaged over 30 independent runs of the
simulator (see Tables 10–13).
It can be observed that in the risky mode two algorithms outperform the rest in the optimization of both makespan
and flowtime objectives: Struggle Genetic Algorithmwith the Euclideanmetrics and CX operator (StGA-E-CX) is the best for
medium and large size Grid environments, and classical GA-based scheduler with CX operator and Steady State replacement
mechanism (GA-CX-SS) beats the others in small and very large Grids.
In the secure scheduling mode the algorithm StGA-E-CX achieves the best makespan values in all Grid instances. In
the flowtime optimization the struggle replacement mechanism seems to be very effective, cause three variants of StGAs,
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Table 11
Makespan values for dynamic instances in secure mode.
Strategy Small Medium Large Very large
GA-PMX-SS 4303064.389 4326544.500 4593452.027 4671579.014
GA-PMX-EG 4311660.637 4578559.346 4607679.729 4728943.912
GA-CX-SS 4256032.892 4476808.111 4504756.208 4602796.820
GA-CX-EG 4329602.691 4539778.902 4779790.083 4795973.780
StGA-H-PMX 4396952.758 4471583.284 4593661.965 4681883.129
StGA-H-CX 4419828.389 4392345.893 4564912.279 4698289.422
StGA-E-PMX 4341720.129 4409837.891 4574458.208 4662378.560
StGA-E-CX 4228111.691 4236987.983 4479790.044 4596857.920
Table 12
Flowtime values for dynamic instances in risky mode.
Strategy Small Medium Large Very large
GA-PMX-SS 1298725220.445 2661958805.835 5195864089.470 9905728350.062
GA-PMX-EG 1325346358.762 2671993972.843 5337599648.745 10100682480.368
GA-CX-SS 1288970249.821 2619339807.380 5109915896.831 9848016481.205
GA-CX-EG 1302962417.209 2647457387.478 5162578052.183 9925798395.386
StGA-H-PMX 1388624728.827 2618734639.142 5257914055.778 10000695620.357
StGA-H-CX 1306839424.050 2661600149.176 5126061767.612 9863803028.647
StGA-E-PMX 1320155164.177 2649729873.625 5199170821.495 9962288096.550
StGA-E-CX 1301962417.032 2503267483.563 5008229866.603 9858644141.606
Table 13
Flowtime values for dynamic instances in secure mode.
Strategy Small Medium Large Very large
GA-PMX-SS 1143724728.245 2161846250.347 4303245472.632 8704534678.245
GA-PMX-EG 1189239424.349 2227268532.324 4426061767.548 8900435684.376
GA-CX-SS 1026429310.580 2149357685.290 4273974209.902 8662673073.563
GA-CX-EG 1103613356.567 2174728732.731 4308229866.347 8793687750.198
StGA-H-PMX 1188284638.934 2134577483.835 4385455642.778 8746829568.357
StGA-H-CX 1099593276.050 2116445673.176 4346573568.612 8657381627.647
StGA-E-PMX 1156534164.177 2133783653.774 4269654378.495 8701108455.913
StGA-E-CX 1098943746.287 2098965387.563 4308567534.205 8666386800.606
namely StGA-H-CX, StGA-E-CX and StGA-E-PMX are the best in three Grid size scenarios:medium, large and very large. Only
in the case of small Grid the struggle algorithms are beaten again by the GA-CX-SS.
It should be also noticed that the difference in the values of the makespan and flowtime in risky and secure modes in the
dynamic Grid is higher than in the static case. We can thus conclude that in dynamic scenario the ignorance of the security
condition in the scheduling process could imply an additional time to re-schedule more tasks than in the static case, in
which the number of tasks and machines in the batch is kept constant. However, similarly as in the case of the large static
instances, as the instance size is doubled, the makespan values increase slowly or are kept at the similar levels, while the
flowtime values are doubled.
6. Conclusions
In this work we have presented an optimizationmodel for the Independent Batch Job Scheduling in Computational Grids
with security and resource reliability requirements. The scheduling problem is defined as a bi-objective globalminimization
task with makespan and flowtime as the scheduler’s performance measures. Then, we have proposed and evaluated several
variants of GAs for near optimally solving the bi-optimization model. We have empirically analyzed the performance of
the GA-based schedulers in the Grid environment using a Grid simulator, whereby two scenarios are considered, namely,
secure scenario (inwhich the security and resource reliability requirements are respected) and risky scenario (inwhich such
requirements are ignored).
The experimental results showed that in the risky mode Struggle Genetic Algorithm with the Euclidean metrics and CX
operator is the best formedium and large size Grid environments, while the classical GA-based scheduler with CX operator
and Steady State replacement mechanism performed best for small and very large Grids. On the other hand, in the secure
scheduling mode the Struggle Genetic Algorithm with the Euclidean metrics and CX operator achieved the best makespan
values in all Grid instances. Finally, regarding the flowtime optimization, the struggle replacement mechanism seems to be
very effective, actually, the three variants of Struggle GAs performed best for the medium, large and very large Grid size
scenarios.
In our future work we would like to address the resolution of the bi-objective optimization model through the Pareto
optimization approach. Besides solving the more general version of the problem, the Pareto approach would provide with
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not just a solution but a set of possible solutions, namely the Pareto front, which would useful for decision taking during the
allocation of tasks to resources.
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